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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The convergence of computing and communication has produced a society that feeds
	on information. Yet most of the information is in its raw form: data. If data is characterized
	as recorded facts, then information is the set of patterns, or expectations,
	that underlie the data. There is a huge amount of information locked up in...
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Machine Learning with R - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Harness the power of R for statistical computing and data science
	
		Explore, forecast, and classify data with R
	
		Use R to apply common machine learning algorithms to real-world scenarios



	Book Description


	Machine learning, at its core, is concerned...
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Quicken 2007 On DemandQue, 2006
Learn how to make the most of the latest version of one of the  most popular personal finance software applications available with Quicken 2007 On Demand. This book uses step-by-step,  visual instructions to show you how to get up and running quickly using this  latest version of Quicken. You...
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Excel 2010 Financials CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Excel is an extremely powerful tool that is made to handle many varieties of data. Regardless of the job you do, chances are you have had to use Excel at some time in your career, or you will. Regardless of your reason for using Excel, many users never realize the full potential of the software, relegating Excel to not much more than a list...
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How to Prepare a Business Plan (Business Enterprise)Kogan Page, 2008
Starting a new business venture is like going into a tropical forest on a treasure hunt. There are rewards to be won, in both material wealth and in personal satisfaction, but there are dangers lurking and you can easily lose your way.

This book is written not only to help you convince your financial backers that you will succeed and...
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IBM Cognos 8 PlanningPackt Publishing, 2009
Business planning is no longer just about defining goals, identifying critical issues, and then mapping out strategies. In today's dynamic and highly competitive business environment, companies with complex business models want their abstract strategies turned into discrete, executable plans. They want information from the field to reach decision...
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Machine Learning, Neural and Statistical Classification (Ellis Horwood Series in Artificial Intelligence)Prentice Hall, 1994
The aim of this book is to provide an up-to-date review of different approaches to classification,
compare their performance on a wide range of challenging data-sets, and draw
conclusions on their applicability to realistic industrial problems.

Before describing the contents, we first need to define what we mean by...
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Commitments of Traders : Strategies for Tracking the Market and Trading ProfitablyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Floyd has answered for many in this book a way to both understand and use the Commitment of Traders reports. In my thirty-five years as a registered broker and author of my own book, I find that at times someone takes a complex subject and makes it easier to understand. Floyd has done this with his book. Not only does he make...
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JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Learn to use Excel for practical, day-to-day calculations


	Excel is a powerful program with more than 300 built-in functions that can be used to perform an almost infinite number of calculations. This friendly book shows you how to use the 150 most valuable ones in real-world situations: to compare the cost of buying vs....
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QuickBooks 2010 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Everything that small-business owners need to manage their financial affairs with QuickBooks


	Intuit's QuickBooks, updated each year, is the leading financial management software for small businesses. With eight content-rich minibooks, QuickBooks "X" All-in-One For Dummies covers everything you need to know to...
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Securing Im and P2P Applications for the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2005
Are You Ready for the Network Equivalent of Guerrilla Warfare?
 Instant Messaging (IM) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications are taking over the workplace as P2P transfers now account for 70% of all Internet traffic and more than 50% of corporate workstations are running an IM application. IT professionals face the challenge of...
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